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Abstract

ring clock pulses. This representation allows one to design 9,10 a complete set of dc powered logic gates, inAn integrated circuit including all basic compo-cluding the NOR gate critical for virtually every Josepnents of the recently suggested Resistive Single Flux
hson junction logic family. Numerical simulation of theQuantum (RSFQ) logic family has been designed, fabricase "Resistive Single Flux Quantum" (RSFQ) logic circuits
ted and tested successfully. The circuit includes a gehas shown 9310 that they can operate at clock frequencinerator of periodic SFQ pulses, four buffer/amplifier es up to 30 GHz using externally shunted tunnel junctistages for splitting, channeling and regeneration ofons with quite available IcR products of 300rV.
order
the pulses, a detector/load stage, and universal RSFQ
The
purpose
of
this
paper
is
to
report
the results
logic gate (here performing the NOT function). 10pm
The
of all basic components of the
of the experimental test
design rule circuit employs
13 active Nb A1203 Nb
RSFQ logic circuits, including a universal gate which
Josephson junctions with the critical current density
can perform the NOR function sufficient in principle for
~ 0 . 5kA/cm2, externally shunted by Mo resistors with
design of an arbitrary complex logic circuit.
R 1 Ohm. The shunting provided critical damping of the
5 1) and reasonable(-500 PV) IcR product.
junctions
Test Circuit: General Structure
The circuit operation has been tested by measurement of
dc voltages Vi across various Josephson junctions as
Figure 1 shows the general structure of our test
functions of the dc current through the pulse generator.
Correct and stable operation of the circuit for the circuit. Periodic SFQ pulses from the clock generator G
are regenerated and split by the bufferlamplifier AI.
0 to -130 GHz has been demonstraclock frequencies from
1 of the amplifier serve to reset
Pulses
from the port
ted.
the NOT gate periodically. "0
Ifsignal pulse arrives
at theS input of the gate during a clock period, the
Introduction
gate producesan output pulse. Delayed by the stage A2
Recently, much attention has been attracted toanda split by the stage A3, this pulse arrives at the innew type of the Josephson junction digital circuits
w h e put S of the same gate. If the clock period T is not too
delay% of this loop cirre the binary information is stored in form of the short
sing- (is larger than the time
le flux quanta (SFQ), and transmitted in form of shortcuit) this pulse will block production of the output pul s e during the next clock period. Thus the properly opevoltage pulses with the area
rating circuit produces the gate output pulses each se(1)
/V(t) dt =+o.
cond clock period. The buffer stage Ah unites this pulse
train with the original pulse train from the
AI. stage
In contrast with earlier SFQ logic circuits (using,
of
pulses
arriving
to
the deThus
the
average
frequency
6. g., the Josephson transmissionlinesf, the "flux
tector/load stage D equals
(3/2)T-l.
shuttle" shift registers2 or the parametric quantron$P)
in the new circuits the SFQ pulses could be transferred
along resistive rather than purely inductive lines, and
1) by
later regenerated to their nominal amplitude (Eq
the next circuit stages. The simplest amplification stage of this kind consists of just a single overdamped
Josephson junction biased with a dc current
I
slightly below its critical value IC (some more complex
7-11 can be even mocircuits with the similar junctions
re suitable for this purpose). Apparently the first device using this principle, the binary counter, has been
5 Later this device
suggested by Silver and coathors
has been tested6 ~ to
7 be operable at frequencies of the
input pulsesUP to ~ 1 0 0GHZ 6,

-

-

(PC

Pc<1)

.

This success has motivated invention of more complex logic circuits; for example an AND gate based on the
two - junction interferometer was suggested in 7Ref.
.
Fig. 1 . Block structureof the experimental RSFQ test
This gate, however, could hardly be practical because
it G, the SFQ pulse generator;
circuit:
AI A,+, the buffer/
requires time coincidence of the supershort (picosecond)
amplification stages; NOT, the RSFQ inverter;
D, the SFQ
SFQ pulses (Eq I ) . In order to get rid of this problem, pulse detectorlload stage.
, a more precise defenition of represea new major step
ntation of the digital imformation, was required.
Test Circuit: Design and Simulation
This step was made by suggestion
9710
to use two
similar lines rather than one for the information trans-Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of our devifer. The first line carries (quasi)periodic clock SFQ ce, and Figure 3, results of its numerical simulations
l 2 for experimental values of
pulses, and the second, the signal pulses. The binary using the COMPASS program
and typical values of the dc bias currents
unity/zero is represented by presence/absence of the parameters
siIin, 11 + 17.
gnal pulse within a time interval between two neighboThe clock generator G consists
of' the junctionJo
biased by dc voltage Vo arriving from small resistor
through superconducting inductance Lo. The generated
Manuscript received September 30,1986.
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arriving clock pulse induces the 2s-leap of the phase
of either junction J3 or J4. In the latter case, an
put pulse is developed across the junction J4.

This pulse is delayed and regenerated by the buff
stage A2 comprising junctions J5 and 355, and is spl
of these stages
by the stage A3 (56, 561,562); dynamics
is similar to that of the stage
AI. One copy of the pulse split by the stage A3 follows toS the
input of the
NOT gate through the resistor R62, while another cop
Aq through the rearrives at the channeling amplifier
of the active
sistor R61. This amplifier A4 consists
junction J7 which regenerates the SFQ pulses arrivin
the circuit
through both resistors R61 and R11, ofand
(R7, J8) which serves as a nonlinear passive load.

ps
The SFQ pulses are very short and small (some
3
and 0.8 mV in our experiment),so that their direct
observation presents a problem solvable only by rath
complex techniques 13. Thus we have used a method trad
tional for this field 697: to determine average frequ
encies fi of the SFQ pulses in the-given Josephson
june
tion via measuring the dc voltage Vi *(bOfi across
it.
According to the discussion of the previous section, in
the properly operating test circuit the dc voltages a
Fig. 2. The equivalent circuit of the test structure. ross junctions should equal
Crosses denote overdamped Josephson junctions; arrows,
VO, forJ I , J ~ I ;
dc bias current leads.
(1/2)vo,
for
J2
J6, Jll;
(2)

-

(3/2)Vo, for J7;
within some range of the generator voltage Vo starti
from Vo= 0. In practice, we measured dc voltages acro
J1, J4, J5, J6, Jll, J61, J7and
as functions of the
bias currentI;, of the generator.
Test Circuit: Layout and Technology

Figure 4 shows photographs of a central part of the
test circuit before and after formation of the counte
electrode. The layout was carried out 10pm
usingde10*10, 10x15 and
sign rules and in particular employs
x Q610~20pm2 active Josephson junctions. The original design basedon the figure jc
= 0.1 kA/cmz for the critia 0-cal current density of the Josephson junctions used
ly two superconducting layers, and a series of auxilia
ry large- area Josephson junctions providing superconducting pathes between the layers. Relatively large inl
l
l
l
l
l
l
,
w
l
l
l
l
l
i
ductances (including those of the interferometer) were
25
50
75
100
formed as strips of one electrode crossing gaps in the
TIME, ps
other electrode; distance between the strips forming
L2
and L3 was calculated to provide their proper inductiv
200 pm
coupling ( M Y O.6L2).
Fig. 3. Results of numerical simulation of the circuit
c---.l
shown in Fig.2 for the experimental values of its paramA, IC[ l=Icz
meters: ( I c o = ~ c ~ = ~ c ~ =d,
~ c Ic4=I,5=0.75
~=I
Ic3=Ic55'Ic6~'Ic62=0.5
d,I]'III=I3"I61'I62'I5=0.4
d,
17=0.93 d, 155=14=12-14=0.2d, I3-l2=O.28 m
A
, Rl'R12'
R11=Rg"0.2Q.,%=0.3R,
R7~0.58,R61'1/GI=Rq=0,25R,
R62=0.lQ ,L0=8 pH, L2=L3=II pH,
~=0.6L2) and a typical
value of the generator dc voltage
V o ~ 5 o ~resulting
v
in
the SFQ pulse frequencyf r 2 5 GHz.
SFQ pulses following with the time period
=qo/V0
T are
passed to the buffer/amplifier A1 comprising two junctions J1 and Jll, dc biased below their critical currents.
The arriving pulse induces 2K-leap
of the Josephson phaJ1, and is thus being reproduced witb
se of the junction
some gain. Junction Jl1 provides unilateral properties
of the stage, i.e., prevents injection to Jl of pulses
(a)
(b)
arriving fromJ7 ( s e e below).
Fig, 4. Central section of the test circuit (a) before
The NOT gate 10 consists of a superconducting in- and (b) after deposition of the counter electrode.
terferometer (including two Josephson junctions J2, J3
and the mutually coupled inductances L2, L3) connected
For fabrication of the circuit we used -the Nb
with junctionJ4 and resistorGI. The interferometer has
A1207 - Nb Josephson junction technology described in
two alternative superconducting states differing by one
elsewhere 14,15, Figure5 shows (schematically)
flux quantumCbo in its loop, i.e., by the direction detall
of
a
cross
section of
a fragment ofour thin
film struct h e persistent current circulating around the loop. Deture. The structure was deposited onto silicon wafer
pendent on the initial state of the interferometer, the
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Josephson 'unction
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Nb

400nm

150nm
{150m
200nm
Nb

st0

I,=l.OSmA
Fig. 5. Cross section of a representative part of the
integrated circuit (schematically).
covered by a protective layer of Al2O3.
The resistors
were formed by chemical etchingMo of
film with(Rd4.2~
. r l Q ; liftoff was used to pattern the upper layers. The
Nb films were deposited using magnetron sputtering, and
the Si0 insulation, using thermal evaporation. After
opening windows in the latter layer, the surface of the
Rl? cleaned and covered by thermally
base electrode was
evaporated A1 thin film, The film was then thermally
oxidized15 and the counter electrode was deposited. The
Josephson junctions fabricated in this way exibited satisfactory small parameter scattering (Sic/jc< 5%
throughout a chip), low leakage conductances
(V,>lO mV),
and did not change their parameters after numerous thermal recyclings.

1,,=0.95' mA

Unfortunatelly, the critical current density jc of
the junctions at this first stage of experiments was
close to0.5 kA/cm2, i.e., factor of five largerthan
planned during the test circuit design. iThis
s why it
was found appropriate to deposit an additional insulating 0.5 rm layer of the
A2 1350 photoresist and Pba
ground plane film over the whole structure. This measure
reduced the inductances
L2 and L3, and thus the LIc pro2.5(P0 close to
duct of the interferometer to the value
the planned one(-1 .3(to). This is why the maximum clock
frequency of the circuit, according to our numerical simulations (Fig. 3), should be close to 50 GHz, a factor
1.7 less than could be achieved with same juncof
tions for optimum values of the inductances.

-

Experimental Results
The test circuit was activated =at4.2 TK by consequent turning on of the dc bias of its stages, from
the pulse generator to the detector. During this procedure the bias current of each stage was adjusted to provide its correct operation.
In particular, turning out
0) should stop propagation of
of the generator (Iin-c
Fig. 6 . DC voltages across Josephson junctions of two
the SFQ pulses along all the circuit,
i.e., result in
neighboring stages(G and A I ) of the circuitas function
zero voltage across all its Josephson junctions.
of one of the dc bias currents
for several values of the
Figure 6 shows an example of such
an adjustment for second bias current. Dashed lines show the directly meaV, = Va vb. Dash dotted
t
w
o neighboring stages a and
b. If activated separately, sured difference dc voltage
, = 0.
as the function of Ib 1for
the junctions of the stages exhibited
I V curves usual line shows vb
for overdamped junctions with close critical currents
currents exceeded their critical values (see the top
'FI
1 mA (the bottomplots). If the stage b was currentplots in Fig.
6 ) , the phase locking could be observed as
IC, the dc voltage across it well, presumably of the mutual character here.
biased somewhat below its
could be induced by the current
I, > IC, partly because
in the stage
of the SFQ pulse generation, partly because of resistive One can see that the SFQ reproduction
b was especially stable at Ib*
0.85 m
A, so that this
coupling of the stages. When the former mechanism prevaiwas fixed. True, the activation of the following
led, the dc voltages across the Josephson junctions value
of
stages required some readjustment of the previously esthe stages where exactly equal. Qualitatively, a close
values of Ii, but after some practice all dc
behavior can be observed at the usual mutual phase tablished
loccurrents
could
be properly fixedfewin
minutes.
1 6 9 1 7 , but one should
king of the Josephson junctions
remember that in our case the "locking" is strictly one-In order to set up the bias currents
I2 and 13, the
directional: the SFQ pulses (i.e., the highly nonsinu- critical value of
12 was measured at first as a function
soidal Josephson oscillations) of the junction a with
of the difference current 13-12 changing the flux bias
Ia > IC induce the phase locked pulses in the junction
of the interferometer.
The operation point was fixed
b withIb< IC, but not vice versa. When the both bias
just below a minimum of this (periodic) dependence, thus
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